Two-Level factorial screening of new plasmid/strain combinations for prodution of recombinant-DNA products.
This article treats the basic problem of selection of experimental conditions for microbiological experiments for evaluation of newly isolated bacterial strains, mutants, or plasmid/strain combinations. For this purpose shake flask experiments in a 2(10-4)confounded factorial design at resolution IV with four blocks of 16 flasks were used. The design was used for testing of two new strain/plasmid combinations (E. coli MT 102/403-SD2 and W 3110/403-SD2) i.e., both strains with the same plasmid 403-SD2. Both strains were integrated in the design, so both strains were tested with nine factors (temperature, aeration, glucose, initial pH, pH regulation, reduced aeration, chloramphenicol, acetate, and glycerol). With both strains the interaction between initial pH and reduced aeration had a significant influence on the yield of the recombinant-DNA product nuclease. There was more than a factor of 10 between lowest and highest yield of product. In this interactive system the strains reacted differently. MT 102/403-SD2 had highest yields at high initial pH (8.4) and no reduction in aeration, whereas W 3110/403-SD2 had highest yields of nuclease at low initial pH (7.4) and reduced aeration (rubber stopper inserted after cultivation for 12 h). These data (and previous work) clearly demonstrate that it is impossible to suggest a simple set of experimental conditions for testing of new plasmid/strain combinations. It is clear that the exclusive application of a standardized growth technique e.g., LB-medium at 37 degrees C at an unspecified and uncontrolled aeration level, may lead to wrong conclusions on properties and potentials of now plasmid/strain combinations and may lead to rejection of useful strains or plasmids.